BACKUP as a SERVICE
PRODUCT SHEET

Spirit’s Backup as a Service (BaaS) is based on a consumption based IT Service.
Data created and managed by today’s organizations is a critical corporate asset requiring protection against system failures and external threats.
Further complicating the task is the growing complexity of the data, systems involved and amount of data requiring protection. Spirit’s Backup as
a Service (BaaS) application is part of our managed services platform supporting both physical and virtual servers with a flexible protection plan
that allows our clients to create a protection plan that aligns with the business value of their data. The application provides capabilities such as
data retention, data protection, monitoring and reporting, and centralized management.
Spirit’s BaaS is a differentiated private cloud solution, housed in our enterprise grade data centers, and supported by our dedicated solution
architects and support teams. In combination with our expansive On-Net fiber network, Spirit’s BaaS solution provides end-to-end security and
reliability. In addition, the solution is technology agnostic, supporting multiple hypervisor types, enabling replication of any site and provides a
comprehensive solution including indexing, change block tracking, deduplication, encryption and VM management. Further, our consumption
based pricing model, billed monthly, ensures that the client only pays for what they need.
FEATURES
Enterprise Class Data Protection
Only Pay for What You Use
Capacity Planning
Platform Availability

ADVANTAGE

CUSTOMER BENEFIT

A fully integrated single suite of data
management and protection capabilities

Ensuring alignment to your business strategy as well as
your security and compliance requirements.

No need to plan and pay for hardware, software
and usage that is not actually consumed
Remove the pain of how to plan your Data
Management capacity needs
Use backup 99.99% of the time, in a HA
redundant configuration

Consumption-based pricing – for example per GB, per
endpoint device etc.
Capacity issues are taken care of by Spirit’s reliable solution
that scales with your needs
Business continuity

Client-side De-duplication

Only backup data if its unique

Faster backup, less data to store, greater cost savings

Compression

Store data in compressed format

Cost savings and less data to store

Encryption on the Wire

All data crossing the servers is encrypted

Security is fully integrated through advanced
authentication and encryption protocols.

Encryption at Rest

All data stored is encrypted

Security is fully integrated through advanced
authentication and encryption protocols.

Multiple Portfolio Plans

Flexible plans to meet your backup requirements

Pay for only what you need

Backup Files

File system backup

Flexibility to backup any file

Windows and Linux Support

Same backup, regardless of your choice of OS

Coverage for the entire application stack

Active Directory Integration

Control data visibility

End users will only see the data if they have the
permissions to do so

Data Security and Privacy

Data privacy is enabled by default

Spirit’s administrators cannot view customer data in any way

Data Portability and Orchestration

Migration strategy of legacy environments to
the new platform

Speeding data migration of workloads including
transforming physical to cloud virtual

Native Connectivity to the cloud, efficient
data transfer and Automated Cloud
Workload creation

Providing simple and scalable means to extend
data copies in the cloud while optimizing cloud
storage consumption and providing on demand
use for cloud Disaster Recovery

Modernized approach to cloud Disaster Recovery means
higher reliability and lower cost enabling
data governance to span to the Cloud

